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Signing of a joint development project on a gas-fueled 23K TEU container ship at SMM
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DNV GL on the front foot
It’s been a very busy week for DNV GL. The
classification society has announced two
major developments with shipyards in China. The first involves a joint development
project ( JDP) with Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Company (DSIC) to work together
on a design for the largest container ship yet
– a 23,000-TEU ultra large container vessel
(ULCV) powered by LNG. The design is

intended to be ready for construction and
will reflect upcoming market trends and
incoming regulations, the classification society said in a statement.
Commenting on the JDP, president of
DSIC Yang Zhi Zhong said: “In developing
this new 23,000-TEU LNG-fuelled ULCV
design, we will show that DSIC can deliver
vessels at the cutting edge of the market af-

ter two 20,000-TEU container vessels were
successfully delivered to Cosco Shipping
Group this year.
“We see a continuing strong market
for ULCV vessels, with lower slot costs
especially valued on the main trading
routes,” he continued. “At the same time,
the expansion in bunkering infrastructure
in both China and Europe means that >
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The new “LNG Jumbo” design

LNG is becoming a viable solution for container vessels,
lowering costs and ensuring
compliance with incoming
regulations.”
Knut
Ørbeck-Nilssen,
CEO of DNV GL – Maritime,
commented: “The new JDP
will build on the long and productive cooperation between
DSIC and DNV GL, and we
look forward to working with
DSIC to ensure that the design
meets the relevant class and
international standards and
regulations.”
The JDP appears to reflect what some analysts have
identified as slowly changing
opinions amongst some key
industry players. CMA CGM
was the first container line to
choose dual-fuel LNG powered vessels when it ordered
nine 22,000 TEU LNGpowered container ships at
Hudong-Zhonghua shipyard
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and Shanghai Waigaoqiao
Shipbuilding for delivery during 2020. However, analysts
believe that other container
lines are now seriously considering LNG propulsion in
the face of dramatically higher
bunker bills in little more than
a year from now.
Meanwhile, in another
Chinese yard transaction,
DNV GL has awarded Jiangnan Shipbuilding Company
Ltd approval in principle for
its new ‘LNG Jumbo’ design,
developed in cooperation with
MARIC, GTT and DNV GL.
The new Flex LNG carrier is
an environmentally friendly
175,000m3 design with four
standard cargo holds and a
GTT Mark III Flex cargo containment system. The ship
design has a flexible shore connection compatible with most
facilities and can pass through
the Panama Canal.

Offshore – Maritime Weather Forecasts
Source: Vestas

Special advice and forecasts
Our Offshore support
General weather situation, text and graphics
Tabulated forecasts for any position or route
Forecasts for all important weather elements
in high resolution
Wind forecasts at different levels
On request individual advice by
qualified meteorologists
Update twice a day
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The proposed WinGD
X-DF low-pressure, lowspeed two-stroke dual-fuel
main engine will provide
higher propulsion efficiency
and lower fuel consumption
in combination with an optimised twin-skeg design and
additional energy-saving devices. When operating on gas,
the propulsion system will
meet IMO Tier III NOx regulations and a US Coast Guard
certified ballast water treatment system will ensure the
vessel meets this imminent
regulation.
“I am very pleased to be
able to present this certificate
to Jiangnan Shipyard,” said
Ørbeck-Nilssen. “As the gas
segment continues to gain
importance in shipping, new
designs that offer greater efficiency and compliance alongside safety are important in
advancing the segment.”

Deutscher Wetterdienst
Postfach 301190
20304 Hamburg
E-Mail: offshore@dwd.de
Internet: www.dwd.de
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MARITIME CAREER MARKET

Kick start your
career at SMM!
Whether you are an experienced engineer or a graduate
fresh out of Uni, SMM’s Maritime Career Market (MCM)
brings job seekers and companies together in a unique handson setting. Many of the 2,300
exhibitors from 69 countries
are looking for young enthusiastic job applicants as well as
other qualified personnel.
On today, Friday, September
7, job seekers looking for new
opportunities have a chance
to exchange ideas directly with
companies which are looking
out for new recruits.
On today, admission for students is completely free. Follow
the “Job Route” to find companies who are looking to recruit
individuals with skills ranging
from IT and software to data
analytics and satellite communications, and from marine
scientists to engineers, project
managers and sales personnel.

Who’s looking?
Among companies looking for
young career starters is Becker

Marine Systems: “We are hoping
to meet many young professionals looking for new job options,”
says the company’s HR Manager
Wibke Wolf. The Hamburg-based
company is primarily looking for
young personnel competent with
an electro-technical and/or maritime background.
Other companies on the look-out
include Fraunhofer CML and
Hapag-Lloyd as well as the research departments of academic
establishments such as the University of Duisberg-Essen.

Wanted! Young, competetent, and with a maritime
affinity ...
The MCM aims to make entry
into the maritime industry attractive and easy for high-potential
individuals. WISTA, a thriving
network for the promotion of
women in shipping, will be prominent at the MCM. “The proportion of female students on maritime courses is only 16 per cent,”
says Claudia Ohlmeier, newly
elected CEO of WISTA Germany
e.V. “This is not enough.

Maritime opportunities

Photo: HMC/Zapf

For us at WISTA, it is important to be present at the MCM
to signal that we are available as
contacts for women in the maritime industry,” she says.
At SMM, the association will
once again select a female
“Personality of the Year” (PotY
WISTA Germany).

Get a head-start
At the Career Forum in Foyer
East and the exhibition in the
area between Foyer and Hall
B4.EG students can hear lectures on maritime careers and
career tips. There will be professional tips on CV preparation and sustainable communication in everyday working life,
such as by engineering services
company, Brunel.

At the “Hackathon @ SMM hands-on Marine 4.0” staged
by Bosch Rexroth, students
and graduates of technical universities can demonstrate their
programming skills, team spirit,
and creativity in order to drive
the digital transformation of
the marine industry.
The Nordmetall employers’
association will also be present
with an information truck at
the exhibition’s east entrance.
The 20-metre semitrailer truck
offers state-of-the-art career
guidance with multimedia
presentations, high-tech experiments and personal information from the consultants
on board. Further information
about MCM here:
www.smm-hamburg.de/mcm

AIDA_Sven
Technical Officer

1. Look after huge machines (
)
2. Become Chief Engineer ( )
3. See the world ( )
4. Find the love of my life (
)
7 Sep 2018

Meet us here: B4.EG, RD12

FIND YOUR STORY.
Are you ready for the most intense time of your life? Then come on board
with your #BucketList. Apply now for an #AIDAJob in the marine department.
www.aida.de/careers
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EXHIBITION

CELEBRATING GOOD TIMES
Wednesday night traditionally hosts the DVV
Media function. Two years on from a very successful 2016 event, the teams of Schiﬀ&Hafen,
Ship&Oﬀshore and THB welcomed their guests
at the Weinland Waterfront Event on the banks
of the River Elbe for the second time.
Publishing director Manuel Bosch welcomed
the approximately 150 guests who then enjoyed some good food and excellent wines in a
relaxing atmosphere.

Photos: Arndt

Impressions from the third day of SMM

Photos: HMC
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Innovative drive concepts are our daily business would you like to become part of a powerful team?
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REINTJES GmbH | Eugen-Reintjes-Straße 7 | 31785 Hameln | Phone +49 51 51/104-0 | info@reintjes-gears.de

ITALIAN
EXCELLENCE IN
MARITIME
TECHNOLOGY

THE ITALIAN NATIONAL PAVILION
at SMM 2018, 4 – 7 September 2018
Hall B3 OG | Booth 143
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MACHINERY

REINTJES signs gearbox deal

Executives celebrate ten-year gearbox deal

Hamburg-based drive and
gearbox specialist ReintjeS
has signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with
Taiwan’s Jade Shipyard cover-

ing the supply of 104 Reintjes
WVS 430 gearboxes for 52
high-speed patrol boats for
the Taiwanese Coast Guard.
The German company’s man-

Photo: Dähnert

aging director, Klaus Deleroi,
signed the MoU with Jong
Shyn Shipbuilding chairman, Han Pi Hsiang. The two
companies have cooperated

THE TRANSFORMATION
IS UNDERWAY
The benefits of an efficient, ecologically sound,
connected and collaborative Smart Marine Ecosystem
will extend across our society. Cities and the way they
function are about to change for good.
Visit us at SMM, Hamburg - Hall B6
wartsila.com/SMM2018
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before on other larger patrol
boats for the Taiwanese Coast
Guard.
The 52 patrol boats are due
to be delivered over a period of
ten years but the deal included
not only the gearboxes, but
also a comprehensive five-year
maintenance support package.
Besides Klaus Deleroi and
Han Pi Hsiang, other executives attending the signing ceremony were Alex Choe, Reintjes vice president Global Sales
& Service, Jonathan Khoo,
head of Sales, Reintjes Asia Pacific, and Leon Lu, Jong Shyn
Shipbuilding’s director of Operations.
REINTJES GmbH at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 207
Hall B4.EG / Stand RD09
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PODDED PROPULSION

RR launches new podded propulsion system
A new podded propulsion
range based on permanent
magnet technology has
been launched by RollsRoyce at SMM. Designed
to meet demand for smaller, more compact units, the
ELegance pods comprise
two units – one open, one
ducted – and complement
the company’s existing
portfolio of mechanical
and electric propulsion
systems. The company can
now provide a complete
fully electric propulsion
package.
Permanent magnet motors
in podded propulsion provide a high motor efficiency over the entire speed
range and have a range of

other operational advantages. These include reduced cavitation-induced
noise and vibration, integration with a vessel’s hull
which minimises drag
and improves efficiency, and adjustable tilt
which enables flexibility in the choice
of propeller size.
The 1A Super and
Polar
Code
6 ice-class
pods have
been
designed with
straightforward
maintenance
in mind, Rolls- Royce
said. Should they need to be

Describing how permanent
magnet technology and
know-how has become a
game changer for many of
the company’s product innovations, the company’s
Andreas Seth, senior vice
president Electrical, Automation & Control – Marine, said
that the slimline profile of the
pods themselves also helps
hydrodynamic efficiency.
Rolls-Royce is now building a
4.6-MW ELegance pod at its
Rauma facility in Finland and
is in discussions with various
shipowners on a possible installation in a pilot project.
replaced, for example, they
can be lifted and mounted
in water.

Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG
at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 305

maritime.application

RELIABLE –
ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE
MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY.
Stable mechanical design
and highly robust
100 % series tests over 48 hrs
EXPERTISE.
Hot standby redundancy
Virtual HIL for tests & simulation
TRANSPARENCY.
Flexible automation with
open software & hardware

SMM 2018
04. - 07.09.2018
Hamburg,
Germany
Booth: B6.305

www.bachmann.info
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LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT

Viking buys Norsafe
Denmark’s Viking Life-saving
Equipment has announced that
it is to acquire Norwegian lifeboat manufacturer, Norsafe, in
a transaction that expands the
Esbjerg-headquartered company’s maritime and offshore
portfolio into the world’s most
comprehensive range of safety
and life-saving products. The
acquisition price has not been
disclosed.
Viking’s product range includes chute and slide-based
marine and offshore evacuation
systems, life rafts, life jackets,
immersion suits, fire suits, work
suits, aviation safety gear, lifeand rescue boats, hooks, davits,
fire-fighting equipment, pyrotechnics and other life-saving
appliances.
Norsafe, established in
1903, produces a full range
of free-fall lifeboats and fast
rescue boats and has supplied
more than 28,000 lifeboats to
the global ship market over the
years. The family-owned Norwegian business has a 24/7 service network providing lifeboat
maintenance from over 300
ports around the world.
This fits neatly into Viking’s
strategy of providing a comprehensive range of safety products
and services, including long

Viking provides life-saving appliances for every maritime and offshore environment

term shipowner agreements,
design, installation and training. Viking expects the deal to
generate new efficiencies from
integrating product lines, widening customer choice and leverage complementary supply
chain and production capabilities.
Henrik Uhd Christensen,
Viking CEO, said: “This is
a very close operational and
cultural fit. Like Viking, Norsafe has been family-owned
for generations, which creates
strong and lasting relationships with customers – and it

places the same emphasis on
quality, on the use of advanced
materials and on technological
innovation as we do.”

Norsafe
CEO,
Dag
Songedal, said: “We are creating a more robust and capable
business model that will ensure
we can continue to advance our
ability to protect people at sea
with compelling lifeboat solutions.” He added that sector
consolidation would provide
ship and offshore asset owners
with greater economies and efficiencies of scale.
The transaction is likely to
close on October 1.

Mads Enemark NØrgreen, Sales
Executive, Viking

Viking Life-Saving Equipment at
SMM: Hall B1 / Stand 504

THE NEW PCP
CONTROLLABLE

VISIT US AT SMM!
HALL A3 / BOOTH 208
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Meet us in Hall A3
Stand A3/200

SMM2018.pre.man-es.com

Economy or
ecology?
We have
the energy
for both.

We are investing all of our energy into creating
solutions for sustainable prosperity. That’s why we
have changed our name from MAN Diesel & Turbo
to MAN Energy Solutions.
Step by step, we advance marine, power, and
industry solutions. This is future in the making.
For customers, stakeholders, and society.
www.man-es.com

MAN Energy Solutions
86224 Augsburg, Germany
P + 49 821 322-0
F + 49 821 322-3382
info @man-es.com
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COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGIES

Executives highlight benefits of consolidation
Less than six months have
passed since Woodward Inc
bought L’Orange from RollsRoyce. Woodward supplies actuation, gas metering, combustion and control systems for oil
and gas, power generation and
transport applications. L’Orange
specialises in diesel fuel systems
for high-, medium- and lowspeed markets in the same fields.
Senior executives see significant
added value in the newly combined entity.
Chad Preiss is president of Industrial Control Systems at
Woodward. “In all large-bore engine applications, we see a great
future for diesel fuel system
technologies,” he said in a recent interview. “Combined, we
have solutions available to tackle
tough emission requirements
… and we have power-to-liquid

Customers to benefit from combined entity

fuels that will incrementally replace conventional diesel fuels
to avoid CO2 production.
“Dual-fuel gas engines are a perfect solution today to improve
emissions and reduce CO2 relying on the combination of diesel
and gas engine technologies,”
Preiss said.

Photo: Dähnert

The vice president and general manager of Woodward
L’Orange, Andreas Lingens, also
sees benefits.
“Since introducing the latest
2,500 bar injection pressure
common rail system, we have
been focusing our efforts on
smart functionality to sustain

lifetime emission stability and
to add a predictive maintenance
capability,” Lingens said.
“The next evolution of diesel
fuel system technology will step
into digitalisation to decrease
life-cycle cost and to deliver
higher quality/availability. The
combination of Woodward’s
capabilities in controls and remote analytics and L’Orange’s
fuel system technology offers
a great potential to offer better
products.”
Preiss concluded: “Our customers will experience broader
innovative capabilities through
the combination of complementary technologies and continued focus on world-class
quality.”
Woodward L’Orange GmbH at
SMM: Hall A4 / Stand 407

LIVING OUR MISSION
LEADING THE FUTURE
ABS has advanced marine classification efforts for
more than 150 years. ABS continues to lead today,
taking on technical, operational and regulatory
challenges and setting new standards for safety
and excellence.
Our team of surveyors, engineers, researchers and
regulatory specialists is introducing innovative
solutions to pressing challenges around the world.
We understand that what we do makes a difference
to the lives of people and the quality of the
environment.

Visit ABS at Hall B3.EG Stand 200
LEADING THE FUTURE
www.eagle.org
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HULL COATINGS

How to SHAPE
operating efficiency
Many paint systems available today already deliver significant savings and Hempel’s most
advanced fouling defence coating, Hempaguard®, has already
demonstrated savings of up to
6%, regardless of vessel speed or
even when a ship is idle for periods of up to 120 days. But the
company does not believe that
this is enough.
Last year, it launched
SHAPE, an ISO 19030 standard-based methodology for determining changes to hull and
propeller performance over
time. This, in turn, enables expert teams to offer advice on
how best to optimise performance.

Tracking hull performance

Photo: Hempel

The SHAPE methodology
works like this. First, a vessel is
assigned a tailored hull performance programme and a dedicated Hempel performance analyst.
Ship and voyage data are then
interpreted by Hempel’s team of
chemists, physicists and hydrodynamicists.
Key performance indicators
based on speed loss measurements are recorded and tracked
over time. These correlate closely
with hull condition and coatings

which inevitably deteriorate over
a 60-month docking period. But
Hempel’s cost-effective performance monitoring provides the
data for its experts to provide solid
advice on possible fuel efficiency
improvements. SHAPE, together
with Hempel’s coatings, provide
ship operators with the right tools
to maximise both fuel efficiency
and their return on investment.
Hempel A/S at SMM:
Hall B5 / Stand 216
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As maritime environmental regulations continue to tighten, shipowners are constantly assessing
ship efficiency. But in little more
than a year’s time, new fuels will
be launched and much of the
global shipping industry will be
hit by a huge hike in bunker bills,
focusing more attention than ever
on every possible efficiency gain.
Operating efficiency is, of
course, a function of many factors, but fuel consumption is a
key measure. A range of fuel-saving strategies exist – slower sailing
speeds, better port scheduling,
fewer port calls, and innovative
hull and propeller design. Integral
to the mix, however, is the best
choice of hull coating.

pro du
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ENERGY SAVER
The well-proven Becker Mewis Duct® for vessels with a high block coefficient
is your best choice to add to greener shipping by significantly reducing energy,
NOX and CO2. The efficient device is placed in front of the propeller, has no
moving parts, reduces noise and saves energy by 6% on average – 8% or
higher is possible in combination with a Becker Rudder.
Manoeuvring
Systems

Energy-Saving
Devices

Alternative
Energies

www.becker-marine-systems.com

Hall A1, booth A1.225

KVM onboard superyachts
IHSE KVM systems link onboard navigation,
control and entertainment systems.
Maximizing efficiency, saving space and
enhancing guest facilities.
Connecting the maritime industry.

IHSE GmbH

info@ihse.de
Tel: +49 (7546) 9248-0

IHSE ASIA

info@ihseapac.com
Tel: +65 (6841) 4707

IHSE USA

info@ihseusa.com
Tel: +1 (732) 738 8780

Stand B6.129.1
www.ihse.com
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HALL PLAN

THE 4-DIMENSION SPECIALISTS
Piping · Steelwork · HVACR · Fire Protection
WE DELIVER!
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Call us at:
+49 40 781 29 30
www.k-j.de

Join us here:
Hall B5
Stand 524
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SELECTED SCHEDULE | SHIPYARDS | TENDERS

Shipyard promotion

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH
09:30 - 16:00

The InfoTruck of the employers’
associations NORDMETALL and
AGV NORD
The InfoTruck of the employers’
associations NORDMETALL and
AGV NORD informs about vocational training in the metal and
electrical sector
Fore Court Entrance East

10:20 - 10:35

WISTA – Women in maritime
business
Claudia Ohlmeier, Chair WISTA
Germany
Hall B4 Ground Floor (between
Foyer East and Hall B4 Ground
Floor)

10:40 - 10:55

Work 4.0 – Theses for professional qualification in future
(Presentation language: German)

Michael Patrick Zeiner, Education
policy officer Company: VDMA
11:00 - 11:15

Career in classification?

(Presentation language: German)

Volker Bertram, Senior Project
Manager Company: DNV GL
11:40 - 11:55

Application 4.0

(Presentation language: German)

Patrick Ommen, Branch manager
Brunel Kiel Company: Brunel
12:00 - 12:15

Job profiles aboard a ship

(Presentation language: German)

Erik Hirsch, Director Training
& Education Company: Hapag
Lloyd
12:40 - 12:55

Technical studies in the maritime industry
(Presentation language: German)

Oman Drydock Company’s (ODC) CEO,
Said bin Homoud Al Mawali is using at
SMM as a platform to share his visionary
plans for one of the world’s largest and
most modern ship repair yards.
The ODC facility, which is strategically located in Duqm, on Oman’s Indian Ocean
coastline, is equipped with the latest stateof-the-art equipment. In total the yard
covers an area of more than 2.4 million
m2. The shipyard has two ULCC-sized
graving docks (410m x 95m and 410m x
80m), five quays, with a total of 2,800m of
alongside berthage with water depths of
between 9m and 10m, and 14 jib cranes
with lifting capacities of between 40 and

100 tonnes. Its five workshops cover outfitting, electrical works, machinery, hulls,
blasting and painting, and a cryogenics
clean room for LNG tanker repair work.
Since ODC began operations in 2011, the
yard has carried out some 570 repair/conversion projects, and in response to recent
market demands, ODC has developed a
strong portfolio of experience in carrying
out both ballast water management system installation and scrubber retrofitting,
making it one of most attractive yards in
the region.
Oman Drydock Company at SMM:
Hall B4 / Stand 213

Boat handling systems
Norway’s Vestdavit showcases its boat handling systems, which are designed and tailormade for launch and recovery of boats in difficult conditions at sea, and used by navies,
coastguards, seismic survey operators, pilot
authorities and offshore operators around
the world, at SMM in Hamburg.
The company continues to refine its
constant-tensioning system, which automatically compensates for the slack in a hoisting
wire caused by the wave uplift of a boat being prepared for hoist. By preventing unpredictable swings and jolts, this enhances the
safety and comfort of crew being transported. The latest iteration consolidates more
features into the winch-block, resulting in

higher reliability and reduced maintenance.
Meanwhile, expedition cruise ships represent a burgeoning market opportunity for
the safe and reliable systems developed by
Vestdavit. Its MissionEase concept moves
tenders along rails from their stored position
at the rear of a mission bay to a preparation
zone using a system of deck-mounted cradles which seamlessly link with dual- or single-point davits on either side of the vessel.
Replacing gantry cranes as the boat transfer
solution avoids the potential hazards of loads
swinging overhead.
Vestdavit at SMM:
Hall B5 / Stand 233

Jonas Wagner, Manager Research
Development Innovation
Company: VSM
13:00 - 13:15

The world of engineers at MAN
(Presentation language: German)

Christine Duch, Manager
Human Resources Company:
MAN Energy Solutions SE
13:20 - 13:35

Shipping agent - a promising
qualification
(Presentation language: German)

Dr. Alexander Geisler, CEO
Company: Verband Hamburger
und Bremer Schiffsmakler e.V.

Selection - no claim to completeness all information without guarantee

Schematic of Vestdavit’s MissionEase concept
SMM Daily News | 7 September 2018 | No 4
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MARITIME 4.0

Future performance depends on
today’s decisions: the path from
data to insight
By Dr Philip Knaute, Lloyd’s Register’s (LR) voice on data science, analytics and big data

‘D

ata is the new oil’ is only the first
part of Clive Humby’s famous
quote, 1,2 which distils its important message by continuing “It’s valuable, but if unrefined it cannot really be used’.
We are living in the data age. Everything
everywhere is becoming connected and
data is being generated at an unprecedented rate. And in recent times, big

14
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data – data that due to its sheer quantity
requires special hardware to process it –
has moved into the spotlight. But could
this endless pursuit of data become a
case of quantity over quality - where accessibility, quality and data that is fit for
purpose has lost its value?
The real opportunity that many companies are failing to realise, in their pur-

suit of gathering more and more data,
is analysing the data they have already
got. And data gets better the more often
it is used. It needs to get worked with,
refined, understood and used, to gain
value. Data can fuel a business and can
drive whole industries, but it requires
the right environment to unleash its
power fully.

presented by

Data comes in many different shapes
and forms. In databases as structured
data, in the form of filed reports, sensor
data, health and safety data, CCTV data,
survey data, technical data, customer
data and many more. But most of this
data will have been collected over the
years for a specific purpose and rarely
with the intention of being used for data
analytics applications or to power machine learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) systems. In fact it is estimated that
only 1% of most company’s data is analysed3. The remaining 99% is hidden
away on hard drives, databases or in filing cabinets, forgotten – and rightfully
named ‘dark data’ no one really knows
where it is, but it is everywhere.
But imagine if you could harness that
data and combine it with new data, creating a representation of what is happening
to your assets and put in place mitigation and continuous monitoring to take
real time actions before an asset breaks
down. Imagine optimising supply chains
based on insight to ensure just in time
delivery of parts or even deploying 3D
printing of parts for non-critical assets.
And over time with insight from historical data, combined with the continuous
collection of real time data, you can start
to build a digital representation of an
asset to enable you to enhance and prescribe maintenance techniques. That’s
the real value of data and this is where
data science comes in. Data science combines analytics and business intelligence,
visualisation, machine learning and AI to
extract insights and value from data.

> NOTES
1. „Data is the new oil. It’s valuable, but
if unrefined it cannot really be used.
It has to be changed into gas, plastic,
chemicals, etc to create a valuable entity that drives profitable activity; so
must data be broken down, analysed
for it to have value.” Clive Humby
2. The analogy has been rightly criticised especially for ignoring the scarcity of oil and the reusability of data.
Nevertheless, it is useful to highlight
the value of data and the requirement of refining it.
3. IDC‘s Digital Universe Study

But all data science is not the same. Distinctly at LR, our approach to data science and analytics combines our data
science expertise with our deep industry
experience in marine and shipping, energy and oil and gas to help customers
gain more insight than ever before. We
strongly believe that data science is at
its most successful when combined with
deep subject matter expertise, no matter what the area of application. That’s
why our dedicated team of data science
experts works closely with our subject
matter experts on all projects.

Because we have over 250 years’ experience of assurance in these industries, we
know exactly how your specific assets
operate and connect - which means we
are better able to identify solutions that
solve your challenges. Add to this our
digital capabilities and infrastructure
and we can enable a step change in the
way your business operates. Sometimes
it’s big IT infrastructure that is the key
component for success. Certainly that’s
the case when working with hundreds
or thousands of sensors streaming realtime data from ships, optimising their
fuel consumption for example.
Sometimes the key to success is deep
subject matter knowledge of gearboxes
or converters in wind turbines that enables the pin-pointing of potential performance issues from a data stream in real
time. And sometimes it is the extensive
experience of one of our data scientists
in text analytics that creates results from
historical health and safety data that delivers the ‘ah-ha’ effect at a board meeting. But in most cases, it is a combination of all three that enables us to deliver
high quality digital solutions.
Data science is revolutionising the way
business works as much as it is changing
society. But despite some high profile successes of machine learning and AI, the race
has barely begun. Much of the existing data
still has to be mined and utilised. Defining
a good data strategy now will be the foundation of success in the years to come.
Lloyd’s Register at SMM:
Hall B4, EG / Stand 107

Keep an eye on the

shipbuilding
market!
Brief reports on developments
in the worldwide shipbuilding
industry
www.shipandoffshore.net/smm2018

8746_NSH_EW_1807_anz_nsh_183x63_eng.indd 1
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If you‘re looking for information today about the ships of
tomorrow, visit TRENZ GmbH
(Bremen) in Hall B6/Stand 618.
New Ships Orderbook is an online analysis and research tool
which monitors the global shipbuilding market and increases

Clever graphics

visit us

your chance of getting on the
maker‘s list. In addition to signed
orders, you will find rumours
about new contracts. The database provides an easy-to-use
export function of search results
as well as an email alert. Subscribers receive quarterly statistics
and graphical overviews of global
shipbuilding industry developments. Test now free of charge:
www.new-ships.com
TRENZ also introduces PortTicker.com, a new online system
for ship monitoring including optimised ETA as well as Pilot Plug,
developed in cooperation with
German harbour pilots.
New Ships Orderbook
(TRENZ GmbH) at SMM:
Hall B6/Stand 618

Photo: Dähnert

New ships

Caner Gulyesil, Key Account Manager; Gaudenz Pacher-Theinburg,
Managing Director; Mario Twardon, Project Manager (from left)

Engine efficiency
At its stand in hall A3, the Heinzmann Group will showcase products from its prime mover and
propulsion systems range.
On display will be the CR-retrofit solution Odysseus for lower
emissions and fuel cost savings,
cost-efficient EFI for PPN fuel
injection systems, and dual-fuel
conversion solutions for marine propulsion engines with an

at

018
SMM 2ooth 101

Please
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Hall B3

BUREAU VERITAS S.A.
Zweigniederlassung Hamburg
Marine Department
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Veritaskai 1, 21079 Hamburg
Tel.: +49 40 23625-0
Fax: +49 40 2 36 25-620
E-Mail: ger_cha@de.bureauveritas.com
Visit us on: www.bureauveritas.de
www.veristar.com

output power range between
1,000 kW and 10 MW.
Heinzmann Group member Regulateurs Europa BV will present its
digital and hydraulic governors and
hydraulic actuators, one of which is
the microprocessor-controlled hydraulic governor DG 2800.14.
Heinzmann Group at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 108
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MFT takes over Sea-Mate blending unit sales
Marine Fluid Technology
A/S (MFT) is to take over
the sale of Sea-Mate blending units that have previously
been sold by Maersk Fluid
Technology A/S as a result of
restructuring within the Maersk organisation.
Originally developed by Maersk for A.P Møller-Mærsk
Group’s fleet of containerships
where it has been in use for ten
years, the Blending-on-Board
(BOB) technology allows for
the blending of in-use system
lubricant as a base oil, with a
high base number (BN) cylinder oil to produce a fit-forpurpose cylinder lubricant and
facilitate the addition of fresh
system oil to the engine sump.

System oil cools and lubricates essential engine components. It is also used as hydraulic oil for operating and
controlling engine components
and systems, fuel injection
equipment, exhaust valves and
turbochargers. Under normal
circumstances, the system oil
degrades over the period between system oil changes; it
becomes thicker, loses its detergent characteristics and becomes contaminated by wear
particles and possibly by leakage from the upper cylinder
through the piston stuffing box.
When BOB technology is
used to produce cylinder lubricating oil from a combination
of in-use system oil and another

Jens Byrgersen, Managing
Director MFT and Christian
Bindemann, CEO Bindemann
Group of Companies Photo: Dähnert

protected and lubricated more
effectively.
The specifications of the
blenders will remain the same
and MFT has a license from A.P.
Møller-Maersk to sell the units
to other shipowners. The reliable model range is the same as
before; B500 Mk2, B1000 Mk2,
B3000 and will be manufactured
in the same factory to the same
specifications as before.
MFT is headed by familiar
faces from Maersk Fluid Technology with Jens Byrgersen as
managing director and Jakob
Fahlstadius as head of Sales.
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ELECTRICAL POWER | INSULATION

Power and propulsion solutions

M 2018
Meet us at SM
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Photo: Dähnert

High-temperature insulation
systems
Using CAE computer-aided engineering
(CAE) allows ideas and designs to be fully
assessed in the early stage of a project, so
that ideally only one prototype needs to be
constructed, and after a successful test and
validation phase, immediate approval can
be given and production can start. Simulations shorten the route to a productionready product and improve cost-effectiveness.
Also on display will be the Tmax-Battery
Housing, a secure casing of high-performance batteries, which help keep the temperature under control and ensure safety
for crew and machines.
Thermamax at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 112

© NAVAL GROUP

To ensure that older ships can comply with
SOLAS standards requires retrofitting the
engine with highly effective and 100%
SOLAS-compliant high-temperature insulation. This kind of retrofit is often difficult
and expensive to achieve because of a lack
of 3D data relating to the engine.
At this year’s show in Hamburg, Germany’s
Thermamax will present its Tmax-Retrofit
all-in-one package, developed to enable
smooth retrofitting of even older marine
engines with high-temperature insulation
systems, which not only meet but even exceed SOLAS requirements. The package
provides all necessary services from the
preparation of the engine’s 3D profile to
the thermography of the insulation system
developed and installed for each customer.

© „BorWin beta“ Siemens

ABB Marine at SMM: Hall A3 / Stand 202

Jaouad Bahaoui, Business Unit Manager Technical Sales

© NAVAL GROUP

Delegates calling on ABB’s stand at this year’s
SMM will be invited to step into the future to
witness the breadth of advanced technological
solutions emerging from the company’s ‘Electrical. Digital. Connected’ (EDC) strategy.
ABB has driven the development of electrical power and propulsion solutions in the
commercial maritime sector. These confer
not only significant efficiency gains, but, by
eliminating the conventional shaft line, afford greater design freedom allowing vessels
to operate more effectively.
Today, more than 1,300 ships employ ABB
electric systems. This number is likely to
grow as the industry begins to explore pathways for decarbonisation. Electric infrastructure such as DC Grid can more easily
accommodate new energy sources, such as
batteries and fuel cells.
Through EDC, ABB is focusing on harnessing the full potential of its power, control and
automation solutions through a program of
digital integration that will bring about a step
change in vessel design and operation.
Visitors can also learn more about the company’s digital solutions, including its ABB Ability
Collaborative Operations Centers infrastructure, which uses remote equipment monitoring and data analytics to enable predictive
maintenance, planned interventions or even
remote technical support, as well as forthcoming solutions based on machine learning and
autonomous technologies aimed at assisting
bridge officers navigate more safely, one of
which will be unveiled during the exhibition.

becomes
GET THE TECHNOLOGY.

HVAC · CBRN PROTECTION · REFRIGERATION · FIRE FIGHTING
www.noske-kaeser.com · www.engie-axima.fr/marine-offshore
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The Hamburg Metropolitan Region is considered as the international wind energy capital by industry experts. Today, two-thirds
of the global know-how in wind energy is
located in the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg or neighbouring areas encompassing
Schleswig-Holstein and Jutland, Denmark.
Around 25,000 people work for nearly
1,500 renewable energy companies. Many
of the wind industry’s global players, such
as DONG Energy/Ørsted AS, Nordex, Senvion, Siemens and Vestas, have established
headquarters in Hamburg.
The Global Wind Summit, to be held in
Hamburg in 2018 from 25 to 28 September
2018, reflects impressively the wind energy
success story. Comprising WindEnergy
Hamburg, the world’s leading wind industry expo, and the v Conference, the Global
Wind Summit 2018 will be the biggest and
most international meeting place for business, networking and information for the
whole of the global wind industry – onshore
and offshore.
At WindEnergy Hamburg roughly 1,400
exhibitors are showcasing product novelties
and services for the onshore and offshore wind
sector. More than 35,000 wind experts from
every continent are expected in Hamburg.
The world’s leading trade fair for onshore and
offshore wind energy mirrors all segments of
the global market and its value chain.
NEW 4.0 is an unparalleled project
initiative for an energy system of the future
that unites stakeholders from industry, science and politics. “NEW” stands for Norddeutsche Energiewende (North German
Energy Transition), and “4.0” signifies the
threshold of the fourth industrial revolution:
the digitalisation of industry resulting from
the smart networking of systems, an increasingly important component in the energy
transition. As a large-scale transnational project, the aim of NEW 4.0 is to achieve a sustainable energy supply and thereby ensure
the future viability of the region.

„BLUE HOUR“
AT SMM

Photo: Sadowski

The Global Wind
Energy Capital

WIND ENERGY | NETWORKING

The German Association for Marine
Technology (GMT) held the traditional “Blue Hour” networking event
in cooperation with the Maritime
Cluster Northern Germany at the
InWaterTec “German Maritime
Technologies” Stand 139 in Hall
B6, where about 200 international
guests took the opportunity to
meet and discuss current trends in
a pleasant atmosphere.

DISCOVER THE
POWER OF
FLEET XPRESS
EXPECT MORE
Inmarsat’s double award winning maritime
satellite service guarantees a previously
unachievable package of benefits.
Experience exceptional performance,
simplicity and reliability - wherever you
operate in the world.

www.windenergyhamburg.com

Powering global connectivity
inmarsat.com/gxfx
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LUBRICATION

New water-lubricated systems for sterntubes
Gothenburg-headquartered SKF has unveiled a new water-lubricated sterntube
system, Simplex BlueRun, which conforms
to VGP 2013 and Polar Code requirements.
Launched this week at SMM, the new
sterntjube range features Simplex BlueRun
polymer bearing bushes, carrier bushes,
a tail shaft monitoring system and a water
quality system.
The sterntube bearing bushes, thermoplastic polyurethane for water lubrication
(TPW) are available in split and non-split
versions, both of which can be used in fresh
water and sea water, as well as in open and
closed water-lubricated sterntube arrangements. SKF also offers bronze carrier bushes
fixed to the sterntube. These contain the water-lubricated Simplex BlueRun bearing bush
in the so-called “bush in bush” arrangement.
Michael Zollenkopf, SKF’s technical
director of Shaft Components, explained
that ship operators can now choose another environmentally friendly option.
“The new bearing bush material has been

SKF expert Marko Wrage explains the
advantages of the newly developed Simplex
Photo: Sadowski
BlueRun

tested under real conditions for more than
11,000 hours,” he said. “Customers will get
a reliable solution for all kinds of vessels, including ships operating in coastal or special
protected areas such as cruise liners, ferries,
offshore supply vessels, container ship and
fishing boats.”

LNG
As Fuel

The Simplex BlueRun water quality system filters and treats sea water and
then pumps it though the sterntube bushes
for lubrication, cooling and flushing. The
process ensures that there is no overheating and any solids that might damage the
system are safely removed. The system can
be operated either on a stand-alone basis
or as part of a fully integrated control and
monitoring system. I can also be used in unmanned engine rooms.
Meanwhile SKF’s tailshaft monitoring
system provides continuous sensor-based information on the status of the bearing bushes.
Bearing performance is optimised by replacing when the specific wear limit is reached.
The new range can be combined with SKF’s
Simplex sea systems including the Simplex
lip-type seal, Simplan face-type seal and Carboplan Surface axial facetype seal.
SKF Marine GmbH at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 210
Hall B4.EG / Stand RD06

gtt.fr

Making green propulsion a reality
Through the collaborative expertise of
GTT, Wärtsilä & WinGD, ship owners
have access to the technology, innovation
and global support needed to make
LNG a truly viable option – delivering a
streamlined route to compliance that’s
effective and efficient while significantly
reducing exposure to risk.

#LNGasfuel
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CARGO EFFICIENCY

Intelligent cargo handling
MacGregor continues its commitment to
shape the maritime industry and drive its
transformation, developing digital services
and smart solutions. Under its MacGregor
Smart framework, intelligent cargo handling solutions that positively impact personnel safety, profitability, cargo carrying
efficiency and environmental protection
have been developed and will be shown at
SMM.
Cargo Boost, part of MacGregor’s PlusPartner concept is a good example. It is a
forward-thinking approach which is designed to increase the earning potential of
existing container vessels through improving cargo carrying efficiency.
In order to develop and test autonomous discharging bulk cranes designed
to offer safety and efficiency advances
MacGregor and ESL Shipping Oy, part of
Aspo Plc, have joined forces. Autonomous
crane operation improves efficiency and
safety as discharging operations can be
monitored and controlled from the bridge,
thereby eliminating the need for personnel
in hazardous operational areas.
The company also recently introduced
a new concept of a Warranty Service Agreement that extends its standard warranty
term for up to ten years from commissioning, reduces costs and raises reliability
standards. MacGregor is also developing
a range of eco-friendly lubricants – Green
Ocean Lubricants – that protect the environment and are cost-effective. Furthermore, products that reduce noise pollution
in ports and operational software that reduces fuel consumption were launched.
MacGregor at SMM: Hall A1 / Stand 423

Wide portfolio on display at MacGregor´s stand

Photos: Dähnert

EXCELLENT PROVIDERS
OF MARITIME SERVICES!

SEE YOU!
HALL B7 / BOOTH 130

Matthias Sundström, Director Sales and
Marketing; MacGregor Sweden
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SHIP DESIGN

All aspects of shipping have been
affected by the digitalisation
process and many companies
from different maritime sectors
are looking at ways of incorporating smart systems into their
business models to advance efficiency and optimise work processes. At the ship design stage,
one clear strategy is to make the
most of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technology.
Many larger shipyards have
built up their own CFD capabilities using an array of different
software systems But this may
not necessarily prove the best
strategy for smaller design companies. Should smaller design
offices also choose an in-house
option or should they outsource
to an external CFD service provider? And are there other considerations apart from cost?
SMM Daily News asked Dr
Rodrigo Azcueta, one of the pioneers of CFD technology, who
graduated from Hamburg University with a Ph.D. in the subject. Today, Dr Azcueta and his company
Cape Horn Engineering (www.
cape-horn-eng.com) are dedicated to providing high-quality
CFD services to the owners and
operators of high-performance
yachts, superyachts and commercial ships. The results of CFD

Rendering: Cape Horn Engineering

SMMart Shipping – making the most of CFD

Exhaust fume CFD simulation for an explorer vessel

analysis often lead to improved, expertise, and challenging to
performance, better seaworthi- keep abreast of rapidly developness, fuel savings and more com- ing CFD technology. Software
fort for passengers.
vendors, for example, often
SMM Daily News asked Dr tend to present clients with an
Azcueta to identify the main fac- optimistic view on staying curtors when considering whether rent with new developments.
to establish an in-house CFD fa- This may prove not to be the
case and can lead
cility, or to engage
to disappointment
an outside service
along the way.
provider. Initially,
one might think
Moreover,
that having an inthere are not many
house CFD caCFD experts availpability is safer in
able, so design ofterms of confidenfices may have to
tiality, and faster
employ more junin terms of the reior practitioners.
Dr Rodrigo Azcueta
action time. HowTheir lack of expeever, building up an in-house rience may result in poor quality,
CFD facility is not that straight- delayed delivery and increased
forward. It is expensive with re- costs. And finally, the required
gard to hardware, software and resources – people, computers

No one’s understanding of
maritime marketing goes deeper

and software licenses – may not
be used 100% of the time, which
adds extra cost to the design
process. If the person in charge
or running simulations is not entirely dedicated to this complex
task all year round, he or she will
never get the expertise required
to be on top of the game.
So, at what point is it advisable to outsource CFD analysis
to an independent provider?
A dedicated CFD specialist will have far more resources
allowing the delivery of better
analysis in a shorter time and at
a lower cost. The cost reduction
results from a drop in price per
simulation once a critical mass
has been reached – economies of
scale. On a small in-house computer, it may take weeks to complete an analysis compared to
days by a dedicated CFD company with access to high performance computing clusters.
This is very important for
design managers, who often expect results to be delivered the
day before they give green light
to a project! In such a situation,
an external provider can deliver
quality and guarantee that the
analysis is performed according to best practices obtained
through years of experimentation and tool validation.
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